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Variant 1 
I. Translate the text into Ukrainian. 
 
TYPES OF FONTS  
There are four main types of fonts: serif and sans serif fonts, script fonts, and display fonts. A serif 
font is the oldest font type. Because of its origin, it is associated with the old and traditional, but 
this doesn’t mean it isn’t used anymore. It’s no surprise, that you’ll see this “classic” style used 
for newspaper titles or for the font used in books. Times New Roman, the Microsoft Word original 
font, is a serif font. It was replaced in 2007 by the sans-serif Calibri. As minimalism became more 
popular, the need for simpler and cleaner fonts appeared. That’s why sans-serif fonts entered the 
scene. Without the serif’s more traditional strokes and dashes, the sans-serif font family is more 
modern and bold. Its appearance works perfectly with modern web design. It’s clear to read and 
when used in headlines, grabs your attention more than serifs. Popular sans-serif fonts include 
Helvetica and Arial. 
 
II. VOCABULARY 
 
1. Match the words with their definitions. 
Saturation   Three-dimensional   Triadic colour scheme  
Two-dimensional   Complementary colour scheme Drawing 
1. __________ flat; having width and length but not depth 
2. __________ having length, width, and height and therefore looking real 
3. __________ the intensity of color in an image  
4. __________ a scheme composed by using two colours opposite each other on the colour wheel 
5___________ a scheme that is comprised of three colours evenly spaced on the colour wheel 
6. __________ is a picture or plan made by means of lines on a surface, which is made with a 
pencil or pen without the use of colour 
 
2. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate word from the box. Each word can be used only once.  
There are TWO words you do NOT need to use. 
muted       triangles         magenta    serif        vibrant     squares      turquoise      sans-serif   

1. ____________ is a very strong or bright color. 
2. __________is a mix between a brilliant blue and a brilliant green 
3. __________ is hot pink blended with purple; it is very bright and intense 
4. Such shapes as _________ suggest growth, progress, and movement. 
5. Such shapes as ___________symbolize order, trust, stability, and being grounded. 
6. A _____________ font has ornamental pieces on the tips of the letters.  
 
 



III. Answer the questions. 
 
1. What are zigzag lines? What do they convey? 
2. What shades of blue and green do you know? What does the blue color evoke? 
3. What is the difference between a shade, a tint and a tone? 
4. What do circles and ovals represent? Why? What examples of brands using circles in their logos 
do you know?  
5. Why have you decided to make a career in IT design? 
 
IV. GRAMMAR. TENSES IN ACTIVE VOICE. Put the verb in brackets into the correct 
grammar form.  
 
1. He __________________(to work) on the computer all night yesterday. 
2. A: What ______________ (you / look) at now? B: Some photos I took during my holidays.  
3. She ____________ (to break) her arm two weeks ago and it __________ (to be) in a cast since 
that time. 
4. A: Pete is playing his music very loudly. B: Again! He ______________ (always/ to do) that! 
5. He __________ (to lose) his wallet. He can’t find it now. 
6.  Liz ______________ (to go) to the Bahamas for her holidays last year. 
7. She usually________ (to put on) formal clothes for work, but she ___________ (to wear) jeans 
today. 
8. A: ________ (you/ to do) anything next weekend? B: No, I __________ (not / to make) any 
plans yet. 
9. How fast _______________ (they/to drive) when the accident _______________ (to happen)?  
10. Why are your shoes so dirty? _____________ (you/ to play) football in the mud?  
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